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Abstract— Power generation is one of the emerging basic 

needs of human being. Day by day as the population is 

rapidly increasing the demand for electricity is increasing 

too. Traditional method used in today’s date is unable to 

cater the demand for power generation. So these is a need to 

design a new method to generate electricity. For countering 

demand. This review paper is based on how we can generate 

electricity by means of human footstep. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Electricity is necessarily emerged as one of the basic needs 

of the human being and it’s demand is increasing day by day 

Electrical power generation is widely used for various 

operations in modern technology. However in some 

developing countries .There several hours of daily powers 

cut as energy production is not able to increase in demand. 

As human population is increasing day by day so demand is 

continuously rising. All the currently used system of power 

generation system creates lots of pollution or they are utilize 

resources which may lead to depletion of resources although 

some system are pollution free but they are not sufficient to 

cater power needs. This give rise to look after alternate 

system for generation of power. Hydraulic power plant 

although is pollution free but it depends on water all a 

resources. Electric generation will be drastically affected in 

case of draughts. Thermal power plant use coal, natural gas 

all non-renewable sources as a resource whose reserves are 

continuously depleting. Nuclear power plants are not widely 

used in India but handling and maintaining such power 

plants are important and hence if not done properly may 

lead to life hazard. Solar energy is a powerful way of 

generation of electricity and is newly evolved but it is not 

available 24 hours a day. This can be used in rural areas 

since there are is lack of energy supply in many villages. 

This project is pollution free and cost effective as compared 

to traditional method like hydroelectric power plant, nuclear 

power plant, and Thermal Power Plant. In densely populated 

regions this project can be effectively used to cater 

demand.It generates more than twice the power as generated 

by using piezoelectric crystal. It can also be installed at 

entry of shopping malls, Temples where large people 

regularly visit. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Zitender rajpurohit and p. sai chandu presented “Generation 

of Electrical Energy From Foot Step Using Rack and Pinion 

Mechanism” the oil reserves present in India are about 25 

years and 75-100 years of coal reserve and this footstep 

power generation does not consume any electricity from the 

mains and no pollution is created. From this paper we 

understood important aspect is that to convert force energy 

into electrical energy for that the control mechanism carries 

the unidirectional current controller and 12 V, 1.3 Amp lead 

dc rechargeable battery and an inverter is used to drive DC 

and AC loads. The battery is connected to Inverter. The 

battery is used to convert 12 V dc to 230 V A.C .Bridge type 

full rectifier is used to rectify A.C output of secondary 

230/12 V step down transformer.[1] 

Shiraz Afzal and farruh hafeez   presented “Power 

generation Footstep” They proved a human 12 steps can 

generate about 100w of power and 120 steps can produce 

1000w and it 100 floor is installed then around 1mw power is 

generated which is a grand success. Thus by adopting this 

method nice amount of electricity can be manufactured.[2] 

Arwrinder pal singh  presented “Power Generation 

by  Piezoelectric Mechanism ” from that we understood if 

one footstep is kept by overage human around 4.2 joules per 

foot step. Thus for 12 steps around 50.4 w power is 

generated which is half to that of mechanical rack and pinion 

mechanism.[3] 

S .V janugde and  G.A Yadav   presented “Footstep 

Power Generation Using Mechanical System” we came to 

know that voltage generated per step not only depends on no 

of steps but also increase with weight of person from their 

experimental analysis we came to know that weight and 

power generation has a linear relationship. Thus more is the 

weight more is the power generation.[4] 

Vishwanil and Akilay presented “Footstep Power 

Generation” in that operational cost project is very less. life 

of system is high and maintainace cost is less as compared to 

traditional methods. Thus this system generates power in 

case of any emergency.[5] 

Hidyatullah khan, fazel Muhammad presented 

“Design and Implementation of Power Generation Utilizing 

Human as a Resource.” We understood that for increasing 

power generation for same weight high gear ratio is to be 

used .More is the gear ratio more is the power generation. 

Also high person weight and high gear ratio leads to high 

power generation. Thus using rack and pinion and design for 

high gear ratio will be significantly important.[6] 

III. CONCLUSION 

From all the analysis of several research papers we can say 

that footstep power generation can be emerged as the best 

alternative for generation of power having bright scope in 

densely populated regions. 
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